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111 votes
1seasons/13episodes/2004 - 2005 
NetworkAT-X
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Runtime:25 min2004 -    2005 (Ended)
Genres:Drama, Animation
Network:AT-X
The diclonius, otherwise known as a two-horned human, are mutants of the human species, and may well be the next step in human evolution. The diclonius have horns and strong telekinetic powers represented by "vectors". However with this great power, they can easily destroy the human race. Fearful of their power, humans quarantined the diclonius into secret research facilities to study. However, in a freak accident, a enraged female diclonius escaped, killing many guards in the process. While escaping, she is shot in the head, and falls into the ocean. As a result she has waves of amnesia. Later, she washes ashore. There, she meets two people named Kouta and Yuka, who name the female diclonius "Nyuu", after the only word she can say. They decide to watch after her, but of course, the research facility can't have this, and begin trying to retrieve her by any means necessary.



Actors
28 votes

Lucy / Nyuu (voice)
Sanae Kobayashi


3 votes

Nana (voice)
Yuki Matsuoka


1 vote

Yuka (voice)
Mamiko Noto


1 vote

Mariko (voice)
Tomoko Kawakami


0 votes

Kouta (voice)
Chihiro Suzuki


0 votes

Kouta (child) / Shirakawa (voice)
Hitomi Nabatame
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Seasons

Season 1
0 / 13
Season 1

To episodes





Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Elfen Lied.
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News (0)
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Populair comments (0)
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Suggestions

3 votes

Deadman Wonderland


3 votes

Hellsing Ultimate


2 votes

Highschool of the Dead


2 votes

Attack on Titan


2 votes

Angel Beats!


2 votes

Parasyte -the maxim-
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